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ABSTRACT 
Over Ihc paSllwo decades the world of industrial fishing has undergone a period of 
creative reorganization resulting in an influx ofpolcntial stakeholders and a move 
towards an ecosystem-based <Ipproach. Traditional 20lh century approaches, narrowly 
defined in lenns of utility and efficiency, have given way 10 a more holistic perspective. 
As fisheries became redefined as an urgent environmental stewardship isslIe, the 'Green 
Agenda" has gained considerable policy-making power. The emerging philosophical 
tension now revolves around Ihc underlying societal image ofwhal fisheries stcw3rdship 
should look like. By using Rilkin"s (2009) thesis. this paper atlcmpts \0 introduce Ihc 
increasingly popular idea of empathic progress as a conceptual framework 10 better 
understand fi sheries stewardship. Ultimately, the ccosystem-bast,(] approach is identified 
as a unifying medium that is dependent upon more collaborative foroms of stakeholder 
participation. This paper concludes that fisheries stewardship would be bcttcr understood 
ifredetined through an empathic model ofhurnan nature. Also. thet'Cosystem-based 
appro3ch, in both theory and practice, can indeed be explained as a manifestat ion of 
expanding empathy (IS described by Rifkin (2009). 
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Empathy lind Fisheries : An Introdu ction 
fmpmhy is fhe ollly hI/man srlperpower- ir can shrilrk distance. Clll 
through social and power hiemrchies. transcend differences. and prol'oke 
political (lnd social c/ulIIge - Elizabeth Thomas (2007) 
I. Introduction 
This paper will explore the somewhat unique. but increasingly important issue of 
empathy in fisheries management. WheTher one is considering The struggle of fishers to 
eke out a living on the economic margins. or fish POPUI;ltions struggling under the 
synergetic effects of human progress (climate change, habitat destruction, overfishing, 
etc ... ), the sTudy of fisheries can be likenc<lto watching a series of itllerconnccted high~ 
wire acts. IT was the experience of viewing a high-wire artist that Gennan psychologist 
Theodore Lipps used at the dawn of the 20th century as an analogy to explain the modem 
idea of empathy; whereby the viewer experiences each step as if walking on the wire 
themselves (Dc Waal. 2009). Since Lipps' (1903) expbnation. society's ability to 
perceive the struggles and vulnembilities of the human and non-human actor; in fisherit.-S 
systems has increased greatly and helped shape the values and ethics that drive policy. 
This paper will focus on the escalating role that these values and ethics play in guiding 
policy and institutional change. 
'Policy" may rcfer to any "set of decisions which arc oriellted towards a long-tenll 
purpose or to a particular problem" (Von Massow, V.H .. 1989) which in fisheries usually 
involves making commitments to particular sets of management instruments (I' rineen, 
20 10). ' Institutions' elm be broadly taken to mean any "humanly devi~ed constr"Jints thaI 
slnlcture hum:m interactions (rules, laws, constitutions). infomml constraints (nomls of 
behaviour, conventions, self-imposed codes of conduct) and their enforccmcnt 
charactcristics. Together they delinc the incentive structures of societies" (North. 1996 ... 
as cited in Collel, 2002, p. 538). Indeed. it is elear, as Mikalsen & Jentoft (2001) explain, 
th:11 most fisheries man:lgement regimes "are not top-down hier"Jrchies bul fairly complex 
constellations of private interest groups and government institutions" (p. 284). However, 
it is also clear that for most counlrit.'S, Ihe responsibility, authority and accountability for 
fisheries management still lies primarily in the hands of a government ministry and 
professional bureaucrats 
Bl.~ausc of the often philosophical nature of many of the issues discussl.-d, very lillie 
attcntion will be given to the day-to-day "nitty-gritty of govem:lIlce activity" (Kooiman. 
et aI., 200S, p. 19). However, paying allention to some of the underlying values and 
philosophies involved in fisheries policy is particularly important ~ause philosophical 
shifts havethepotentialtO"alcrt anewSClofactors inlO ti sheriesrelated issues" 
(I'rincen, 2010. p. 38). who may have the colll.~tive power to radically transfonn the 
makeup of the decision-making arena (Princen, 2010) 
I'rincen's (2010) notion of "policy images" (p. 37). or the ways the issues underlying a 
nsheries problem arc defined arc particularly useful for undcrstllnding policy and 
institutionlll change. I'rincen (2010) maintains that "once a spccinc image becomes 
generally accepted, some policy options arc more plausible than others" (p. 37). By 
providing the starting point from which i~sues are con~idered, policy images can thus 
shape the content of policy. Borrowing from evolutionary biology (sec Eldridge & 
Gould, 1972), Prineen (2010) nrgued that policy images hclp to explain how policy 
change tends to follow a 'punctuated equilibrium' of"fit~ and starts; long periods of 
stability punctuated by shorter periods of radical change" (p. 37). Policy images are 
closely linked to the institutional 'venucs' in which policy decisions arc made. Radical 
change happens whcn "thc dominant image underlying the policy i ssueeessfully 
challenged" and "decision-making on that policy is transferred to another venuc" 
(Princen, 2010, p. 37) 
Like most policy-making institutions, national and intemational fisheries agencies would 
prefer to (and have often doggedly tried to) maintain a status quo for as long as possible 
so as to follow through on set objl."Ctives and allow stakeholders the stability needed for 
normal economic activity (Princen, 2010; Rice, 2005). However, it has led to agencies 
'missing the boat' on important developments until a critical mass of societal pressure 
has built up to a point where incremental change is no longer adequate to meet the 
demand. The resultant policy changes may llppellr ahrupt and require a period of 
tnlllsition (Rice, 2005). 
In the scientific community, on the other hand, new ideas gain influence more slowly. It 
takes a long time for researchers to accumulate the data needed to support new theories 
and even revolutionary ones take considerable time to be accepted into the broader 
scientific community. Thus, science advances more incrementa!!y. This is how, 
according to (Rice, 2005) "science is out of synchrony with policy changes" (p. 265), 
This paper will explorc the dynamics o f this "asynchronous co-evolution" (Rice, 2005, p. 
265) between policy and science alongside Princen 's (20 I 0) idea of policy images and 
This papcrwill explore some or the societal pressures that have led to a rcframing of the 
underlying policy image in fisheries managmenl. For example, in spite of some notable 
exceptions (Collet, 2002; Coward, Omlller & Pitcher, 20(0), ethics have rt:ceived little 
attention in fishcries litcrature. Collet (2002) dclined ethics as '"the underlying cultural 
set of limitations which govem the links between people and between people and natural 
entities. These may be exploitative. enlightened, or wmmunal" (p. 540). The 
exploitative mode is fully anthropocentric and is defined as "short-tenn unbridkd 
ut ilitarianism" (p. 540) where prolit is the only consideration. The enlightened mode is 
also anthropocentric and is defined as "wise productivity" (p. 540), whereby cOllserv:ltion 
is used only as a means to protect Tt.'SOurce productivity. This mode has a hard time 
accounting for complexity and uncertainty in fish ]Xlpulations (and markets) and pays 
only lip service at best to social eonsider.ltions (ex. livelihoods, aboriginal valuations, 
etc ... ). Finally, the communal 1110de is 'eco-ccntered' and follows an 'e<:osystem 
approach' to ethics through which humans reeognizc theirembeddcdncss in nalUre(md 
thus arc cognizant or an cthical responsibility to 'biotic communities' (Collet. 2002). 
Today, allthr<:e ethical modes (exploitative, enlightened and communal), work together 
to twist and weave policy in complex ways. Over the past century. the world of fisheril."'S 
management has experienced a slow progress away from the notion of inexhaustible seas 
towarus environmental stewardship. The emerging philosophical tension in modem 
fisheries revolves around the underlying societal image of what stewardship and 
sustainability should look like. Gray and Hatehard (2007) argued that this conflict has to 
do with '"the foondational conception on which this environmental stewardship rests" (p. 
786) which involves tw'O connicting images. The "nature-conservation conception" 
places the preservation of ~"(.:osystems as the primary goal of stewardship and overrides 
economic and social considerations for the greater good of nature. The "sustainahle-
devdopment conception'. on the other hand, approachcs stewardship with the goal of 
maximizing human economic and social benelits and accepts human exploitalion of 
ecological systems as a natural process (Gray and Hatehard. 2007). This paper will 
explore whether a 'reasonable balance' can be struck between the ecological. social, 
economic and institutional components of the 'modem concept of sustain ability' (FRCC, 
2005). According to the Fisheries Resource Conservation Council (FRCC. 2005). 
"'"reaSOllllble balance" will vary according 10, inter alia, social preferences and societal 
values", and will require the "involvement, accountability, and commitment of diverse 
parties"(p.9) 
As this paper considers some of the devc!opments in the hislory oflisheries management 
since Ihe Second World War, il is slinnised that this history is currently being punctuat<.-d 
by an unpreccdenK-d change in ethical modes, images, and conceptions that is afTecting 
the modern concepl of sustain ability in exciting ways. At the macro-level , these 
developments fit within Holling' s (2001) model of an uduptive system The industria! 
fisheries system generally bt.'Came too rigid in its policies during a phase of increasing 
exploitation which led to a signifieam loss of resilience at several scales (ecological, 
commercial, managerial, etc ... ). This ultimately resulted in a breaking point (i.e. fisheries 
failures in the early 1990s) and a release of rigidity that set the fisheries system into a 
creative phase ofrt:organization. This paper will allemptto show that the current phase 
of reorganization in fisheries has indeed led to a major shift forward in understanding, 
simi lar to n olling's (1993) argument that ' .. if we examine that pathology overa longer 
and larger span, examples appear where external and internal crises, amplified by the 
pathology, trigger a sudden lurch in understanding. a redesign and expansion of policy. 
and a return ofnexibility and innovation (p. 554). 
While t(.'Chno-societaltrends arc sometimes briefly mentioned in fisheries literature, they 
are rarely explored in depth, despite the acknowledgment by some that such trends arc 
central to the evolution of modem fisheries systems (Rammel, Stagle. & Wilfing, 2007) 
Atthc societallevcl, ncw pallerns of social arrangements arc emerging as s(.'Cond-
generation 'distributed' internettcehnologics facilitate various forms of social 
networking and commerce. This surge of collaboration .. network ways of thinking . and 
a more global consciousness has accelerated with Ihe advancement and spread of these 
technologies (Rheingold. 2002; Rifkin. 2009). Unifying global issues, especially climate 
change, as \Veil as the recent economic downturn. have led to a questioning of core 
economic v(llues and a fe-examination of innovative theories involving eollaool1ltion and 
natuml capital (McDonough & Brnungan. 1998; Rifkin, 2009: Wilson. 1998) 
Similarly, in fisheries, new fonns of mult i-scale, multidisciplinary collaboration have 
begun to flourish around the central idea of an ecosystem-bast.·d approach to fisheries 
management (Charles, et aI., 2009; Morishita, 2008; Vmjopuro, el aI., 2008)_ These 
developments fit within a broader multidisciplinary trend Ihal has been particularly 
transfonnative in biology where "cooperative arrangemenlS have moved from a 
peripheral role to a central role" (Rheingold. 2005). 
This paper will consider the effect that such changes in public pereeption(s) and values 
arc h:lVing on fisheries policy. There arc numerous popular sources available that 
expound upon the virtues and pitfalls of emerging collaborative social and econOmic 
trends that might serve as useful conceptual frameworks for this goal (De Waal, 2009: 
Freidman, 2006; Goleman. 2009; Hawken, Lovins, & Lovins, 1999: Hedges. 20 I 0; 
Pinker, 2011; Rheingold, 2002: Tapscott & Williams, 2006). In this instance, Rifkin's 
(2009) "!'lIC Empo/hic Cidli;(I{iol1 was chosen because most of Ihe popular trends and 
ideas about human values, technologies and collaboration are included within its 
sw,.-eping interdisciplinary scope. My intention is to introduce Rifkin's (2009) simple yet 
profound thesis of empathy to the field of fisheries management as an important cultural 
telllplatethrough which to frame future. more din.-cted research. 
According 10 Rifkin's (2009) thesis (analogous to Singer, 1981), the true basis of human 
nature is a drive towards increasing socialiwtion and expanding empathy_ Increased 
socialization, in the lonn of individual relationships, expands empathic consciousness 
within a civili7Altion. Rifkin (2009) argued Ihatthis has been the true story ofhwn:m 
progress as a series of energy and communication revolutions have continually widened 
social boundaries and led to an increase in socialization and an expansion of empathic 
experience and consciousness 
Each successive energy/communications complex required the use of increasing amounts 
ofcncrgy and othcr rcsourecs and thus hasan evcr-growing 'cntropy bill". This me<lns 
that empathic expansion par.ldoxic<llly pl<lces more and morc stress on the environment 
(Le. increasing empathy has historically come by means of incrcasing cultur-II, 
technological and economic connectivity that is madc possible by intensifying n<ltural 
rcsourcc cxploitation/depletion and environmental degradation). Atthe apex ofRitkin's 
(2009) theory of empathic development is "biosphere consciousness" (p. 475) whereby, 
after the potcntial for human social rclationships has corne to inc1ude the entiretyoflhe 
diverse human population, it extends its social network into the non-human realm, 
facilit<lting the empalhic experience t() other creaturcs, !,.'Cosys lemsand thebiosphcre. 
The realization of Ihis transition is far from certain and is dcpendent upon the mass 
utilization of new 'distributed' forms of communiC<ltions, commer~e and energy. Rifkin 
(2009) <Irgu(:u that the ~Iruggle 10 help bring forward a biosphere consciousness is of 
fundamental importance to human survival because it may be the key 10 breaking "the 
lock that shackles increasing empalhy to increasingcntropy"(p. 593), thus allowing for 
the understanding and cooperation required to tackle global crises, like climate change, to 
emerge (Ritkin, 2009) 
I will argue that empathic development will be a key factor in df.:ciding which conception 
of environmental stew(lrdship will most innuencc fisheries policy in the future. ntis 
discussion is a significant onc because at the cxtreme ends of the conceptual spectrum we 
find the ultimate end of wild capture fisheries as a viable livelihood in most countric..'S 
Over the past two decades the world of fisheries management has become awafC that. if 
'sustainable development" continues on without a true appreciation of the complexity and 
importance of ecosystems, the mass collapse of commercial spt.'Cies will result. On the 
other hand, if the nature-conservation movement achieves total dominance, marine 
protected areas may be the only management option available as all fishing and seafood 
consumption becomc..'S widely accepted as unethical 
2. 20 th Century Fis heries Ideo logy: M~Hlllgillg with 'Sticks :Jlld Carrots' 
Slich failure is (III illevitnble COllsequelrce of n cOlltradietioll 
hetweell IlIIm(1Il desires alld III/mall capabilities. The IIsua/ reSll1r 
is a magical theO/y tilm pllrports to s(/fis/y III/limited IlI/l/ulI! 
Imputatiolls and Imlillli(ed per cnpiw COl/sllmptioll with limited 
resollrces: lire mimc/e of tire /o{l>"cs and fishes has become (III 
objeetiveofpo/icy - Donald Ludwig (1993) 
Several researchers. coming from dilTerent disciplines of study, have converged on the 
idea that the history of modem fishery management has shown a kind of obsessive 
compulsive disorder or "tunnel vis ion" (Degnbol. et aL 2006, p. 534) whereby 
particularly narrow definitions of key concepts have become entrenched. As these key 
concepts, such as 'sustainabi1ity' (Charles, 2005) and 'propcrty' ( Mansfield, 2007) 
evolved, they were continually roughed up by the realities of complex ecological and 
human systems that were, of course, also changing. This process has resulted in a field of 
resource management that is specific to fisheries (Garcia & Charles, 2007; Mansfield, 
2004) 
Much of the theory of modem resource management is still hung-over from the utilitarian 
ethos of the Enlightenment and the eflicieney obsession of the Progressive Era (i.e. the 
nation-state, laissez-faire economic rationale exemplified by simplified readings of: John 
Locke's notion that humans arc inherently predisposed to acquire property, Adam 
Smith's presumption of autonomy and the 'invisible hand', Jeremy Bentham's ideas on 
utilitarianism and 'the greatest good', Charles Darwin's theory of 'survival ufthe fittest'. 
Sigmund Freud's obsession with the 'Iibido' as the central mutivator, etc ... ) (Dc Waal. 
2009; Rifkin, 2009; Haber. 1973; Hays, 1959). This hangover has becn particularly 
prevalent during the modem age of industrial fishing where the exploitative mode has 
largely prevailed 
The obsession with etlieieney in lIsheries managcment reached an apex with the theory 
of Maximum Sustained Yield (MSY) thanks to contributions from Ricker (1948), 
Schaefer (1954), Beverton & Holt (1957), and others (see Larkin, 1977). More holistic 
approaches from freshwater limnology, which studied complex communities of aquatic 
organisms, were pushed aside by a new obsessiun with single-species population 
dynamics (Larkin, 1977). Larkin (1977) described MSY: 
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Briefly, the dogma was this: any species each year produces a harvestablc surplus, 
and if you take that much, and no more, you can go on getting it forever and evcr 
(Amen). You only need to have as much effort as is necessary to catch this magic 
amount, so to usc more is wasteful of ell on; 10 usc less is wastcful of food. 
(Larkin 1977,p.l) 
Early proponents ofMSY seemed to have pushed for its acceptance as an organizing 
philosophy for intemationallisheries policy before any unifying mathcmatical or 
biologicaljustilications wcrc clcarly prcsclltl'd. This is reflective of the fact Ihat the 
reasons for the initial establishment ofMSY may be, as Finley (2009) argucd, ' .. owed 
more to justifying a political and economic agenda than it did 10 sustaining tish stocks" 
(p.IO). 
In the jurisdictional repositioning during the early post-war years, intemational fisheries 
oc'Came a diplomatic battleground in which U.S. hegemony played a central role (Smith. 
2008). In spite of the s<..'Cond Truman Procl<lmation (i,e. the Policy of lire Ulliled Slales 
\\'ilh Respecllo Coasllli Fisherie.~ ill Cerillill Areas a/lire High Seas, 1945), the 
gcopolitieal intcrests ofthc U.S. were generally for 'open sea and open skies' and U,S. 
lishl'lies policy objectives were no exception (c.g. the American Pacific high seas tuna 
and bait fish fishcrics werc under threat from moves towards binding regulations and 
extendedjurisdiClion in Latin America). Throughout this period thc U.S. advocatl'tl for 
MSY as thc scientific basis oflishcries management because it reinforced the idea ofa 
potential surplus crop of lish that would bc wasted if extended jurisdiction prevented the 
full utilization of fisheries resources hy industrializl'{/ nations. Frccdom of the seas could 
he upheld because sound conservation was possible via the scientific efficiency of MSY. 
Beginning with its adoption at the FAO RomcConfercncc in 1955, MSY became 
institutionally entrench<.'<l as a fisheries policy and legal instrument that was proppt.'<l up 
by its scientific underpinnings (Finley, 2011; Finley, 2(09) 
From the mid-20th-century onward then, there was an almost fanatica l belief in the world 
of fisheries science and management in a kind ofbiotcchnieal 'invisible hand' MSY was 
the ultimate in efficiency and was thus thought to inherently lead to the greatest good 
I lowevcr, the "ma:<:imum" in MSY, as Ludwig (1993, p. 556) pointed out. is particularly 
revcaling in the way it reflects on how the IiIrgetlevcl of exploi tation sccms based on a 
kind of laissez-faire economic ethics. Furthennore, the convt:mional defini tion of 
"sustainable yield" and its progeny 'total allowable catch' (TAC). according to Charles 
(2005), "has led to overly-narrow conceptions of'sustainable dc\'cJopment' and of 
fishery sustainability" that rely too heavily on an intrinsic stabil ity in the system (Charles, 
2005, p. 2). This over-dependence on target reference points like MSY resulted in a 
"fallacy of controllability" (Charles. 2005. p. 4) that has been blamed for various fisheries 
collapses. Ultimately, the approach failed to capture the complexity of ecosystems - i.e. 
the innuenee of predator-prey relationships and the impact ofch:mgt.'S in the marine 
environment (L'lrkin, 1977; Morishita, 2008; Varjopum, et aI., 2(08). 
Neoclassical economic tlwory also began to play an increasingly influential role in the 
ficld of fisheries management in thc 1 950s with immensely innuential papers from 
Gordon (1954) lind Scott (1955). These authors incorporated Schaefcr's ( 1954) concept 
of surplus production and sustaincd yield with thc revenuc curve to expand on Graham's 
12 
(1935) theory that the samc quantity ofharvcst could be obtaim:d at two difTerent levels 
of fishing cfTort (Larkin, 1977) 
Thl.'Se developments brought an added level ofcomplcxity into thc mi)!; and introduc(."(\ 
more 'human' considerations into the biological domain o f fishcrit.'S science, which 
Gordon ( 1954) cri ti ciz(."(\ for treating fishennen as 'cxogenous elements' in 'analytical 
models' Howcver, from the beginning this new malTiuge was built upon a vow to thc 
neoclassical economic cthos that self-interest is the primary driver of human socialization 
and might thus (perhaps a little pessimistically) be viewt.'d as just a further sharpening of 
'O£cam's razor" by the 'invisible hand', Gordon (1954) uS(."(\ a "valid bchaviouristie 
gcncralization" (p, 91) of fishing activities to explain how fisheries are general ly 
overcxploited to a point where all the economic rent is dissipated, This overcxploitation 
behaviour was u response to the common-property nature ofthc rt."SOurce 
wealth that is frec for all is valued by none because he who is foolhardy cnough to 
wait for its propcrtimeofuse will only find that it has been takcn by another ... 
the fish in the sea are valueless to the fishcnnan, b(:cause there is no assurance 
that they will be there for him tomorrow if they arc left behind today (Gordon, 
2954,p.135). 
Imposing privatc propel1y seemed the natural solution. Scoll (1955) argued that 
Gordon's common property dilemma could be cured by moving beyond mere 
governmentalmanagcll1ent to a kind of"sole ownership"that gave the tishcrman 
"pcrmanent tcnure" (p. 12 1) which in tum introduced a kind of capitaltheorctie 
rationality. The 'sole ownership' approach came to maturity in recent decades with the 
emergence of Individual Transferable Quotas (ITQs) lTQs privatize fishing rights in an 
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cfTort to create more efficiency but also produce .. the incentive to fill the quotas as much 
lIS possible" according to Copes (1998). 'With a high value grade offish from thc targc\ 
species in order to maximize nct revenue from a quantiwtivciy limited species c:ltch" (p. 
20). 
From mid~entury onward thcn, fisheries management became obsessed with the 
'common-property' nature of fIsheries and the search to come up with management 
measures thaI would harness fishermen·sself~interesl. thus finding an (lppropriate 
prosthetic device to allow the 'inv isible hand' to work efficiently. The movement was 
held together more by the "elegance and aesthetics" (Nclson. 1995. as quoted in Rammel, 
CI al.. 2007) of economic equilibrium modcis than their ability to truly represent the 
complexity of fisheries systcms. This obsession, according to Mansfield (2004). created 
a form of economics for lisheries that was grounded on "a p<lrtieular perspective that 
links propcrty specifically to markct Tationality"(p.313). Subsequently. more 
sophisticated arguments for sole ownen;hip style approaches, as well as some interesting 
private/social hybrids havedevelopcd that arc largelybascd on the ethical grounds of 
<."ological stewardship or social justice via the utilitarianism of the market (for example, 
sec Mansfield, 2007, on the 'multiple logics' orWestem Alaska Community 
Development Quotas). 
Nevcrtheless, it still seems impossible to identify a more freque ntly cited ellplanmory 
source in the world oflisheries management than Hardin's (1968) The 7i'agedy o/The 
CommOIiS theory tha t (analogous to Gordon (1954» declared thaI: "ruin is the des tination 
toward which all men nlsh, cach pursuing his own bcst interest in a society th<lt believes 
in the freedom of the commons. Freedom in a commons brings ruin to all' (I·Jardin, 196&. 
p.1 244) 
For <l long time (e.g. Grotius' publication of Mare Liberum in 1609) ocean property has 
been viewed as rather·inappropriablc· and, untilquile recently. ·inexhaustible'.and thus 
unique in tcnns ofintcmationallaw and policy (Johnson, 1965; Smith, 2(08). In Hardin 
(1968), we sec the issue of resource conservation introduccd to mare liberulll through a 
culturally bias(:d lens ... As Palsson, (1991 ... quoting McEvoy, 1987) noted: 
Hardin's thesis [1961;] of the tragedyofthc commons reprcsentsa ··mythology'· of 
resource usc. a model' ·in narrative form for the genesis and essenccof 
envirolllllental problems:' The claim that access to the ocean is open lor everyone 
inmost fishing socielies, and that this is the root of all enviroruncntal problenls, 
ne(-d~ to be qualified ... The theory of the tragedy of the commons, then, is an 
important means for making history, an authoritative claim with a social torce of 
its own, and not simply an 3ttempt to understund the world (p. 154) 
In this interpretation we can sec one way in which the v3st ocean environment has the 
potenti3] to function as 3 "theory machinc" that "stimulates theoretica l fonnulation'· 
(Helmreich, 2011, p. 1548). It isa fOlllll1thal is creative and dialectic. As our 'mentll] 
picture' of the ocean continues to cxpand, from sIr-light-lined grids drawn ovcr a murky 
abyss 10 dynamic nows of complex webs of life, this productive potenliul increases 
In reccnt dl'"Cadcs, of course, co<>perdtive institutions and stablc forums of communication 
have been identifil-d as potential remedics to (hc tragedy of the commons dilcmmu lmd as 
altcrnativcs to traditional 'solcownership'typesofpriv<ltization. lt isunclearwh3t 
infiuenee the lingering 'eoloni:ll mindsef h:ls h:ld in erc:lting b:lrriers to the consideration 
of the 'tmditional' :lpproaehes to resource m:ln:lgement that have been introduced to the 
field in recent dcc:ldes (Gad gil, Berkes, & Folke, 1993; Ostrom, 1991). Nonetheless, this 
bro:ldening ofpcrspt,""Ctive to include more diverse appro:leh{.'S to the commons issue can 
be viewed :IS an exp:lnsion of ethical :lnd empathic boundaries. The result has been a step 
away from the exploitative and 'enlightened' modes o f ethics towards the eommulI:ll 
(Coliet, 2002; Rifkin, 2009) 
As this discussion of the development of modem fisheries m:lnagement continues, it is 
important to remember that this evolution was infiuenced by other broader histories. 
Unfortunately, as has been discussed, n(.'O-(;lassieal resource (.""Conomics has de:llt with 
complex natural systems through the lens of what Rammel, et aI., (2007) referred to :IS 
"myopic optimi7..:l tion" (p. IO), and all ":I-historic worldview" (p. 9). Meanwhile, bro:ldcr 
social histories have unfolded :lmidst a scries of inc rca singly sophisticated 
communications revolutions (telegraph, radio, telephone, television, internet. web 2.0, 
etc ... ) bringing together "more diverse people in incTC:lsingly more cXPlmsivc and dense 
social networks" (Rifkin, 2009. p. 37). Rifkin (2009) argued that, b<.""C:luse of the spct.'(] at 
whieh modem infonnation and communications technologies faeititllte virtual 
relationships :lnd network-thinking. the world is in the midst of "the greatest surge in 
cmp:lthie cxtension in all o f human history" (p. 452). This extension involves a 
fumlamen t:ll rcstructuring of our underst:lnding of human nature; away from the single 
"minc-vs.-thinc··(p. 536) utilit:lTian formula (cxpresscd in fis heriesvi<lthepcrvasivc 
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influence ofneo-classical economics) towards one that embraces complexity and places 
cooperation at its base. 
3. The Ecosystem-based Approach 
' .. il is Ihese limes ojgrealesllhretlilhal offer Ihe grellle.I·' opporlllllily, 
becallse mallY cOllslminls have been removed. " 
-C.S. Holling(2001, p. 402) 
3. 1. Moving Toward s Ecosystem Management 
While in 1982 the UN Convention on the Lawofthc Sca briefly mentioned "the 
interdependence offish sto~ks" (Morishita, 2008, p. 20; UNCLOS, 1982), by 1995, the 
UN Fish Stock Agreement (UNFSA) addressed the need to conserve "biodiversity" and 
other species "belonging to the ~ame ecosystem or associated with or dependent upon the 
target stocks" (Morishil(1. 2008, p. 20, UNFSA, Art. 5.1995). The shilt away from the 
~ingle-~pccies approach was well underway. 
In the early 19905 a series ofintemational conventions. including the Convention on 
Biological Divcrsity (CBD) (coming out oflhc Rio Earth Summit (1992» and thc FAO 
Code of Conduct for Re~ponsible Fishing (initiatcd 1991, adopted 1995). enlisted the 
theory of biodiversity (IS "a glob(l) benchmark for successful fisheries management. . 
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(l3enwn, 2009, p. 33; Princen, 2010). The CI3D provides a popular (Benson, 2(09) 
definition of biodiversity as: "' the variability among living organisms from all sourees 
includi ng terrestrial, marine and other aquatic ecosystems, and the l'CoJogical complexes 
of which they arc part; this includes diversity within species, between species, and of 
eeosystems ... "(CBD, 1992, Art. 2). The FAD Code of Conduct really contained the basis 
for future international ecosystem-based fisheries management (CIEAF, 2006; FAD, 
1995; FAD, 2(03). According to Pilcher, ct (11. (2009), although the Code "originated in 
the early 1990s before ecosystem thinking became widespread, it provides a very robust 
schemcofkcyc1ementssuchasecologiealhealth,stakeholder involvemell t and spatial 
managemcnf'(p.223) 
Mcanwhile. during the 1990s, the world's attention turned increasingly towards 
environmental issues. While much of the current discussion about biodiversity centers on 
ils potential to affect resilience, the original writings were also about introducing 
valua tions on living systems amllheir components that might (Ict as conccptual starting 
points for wise managcmcnt (whcthcr that valuation be l'Conomic, social, ethical. etc ... ) 
This dialogue sparked new difl'Clions for scientific, social and economic research (Wilson 
& Petcr. 1998). 
Ecosystem-bascd managcmcnt may f:dl undn"'a bewildering number of different 
definitions and shades of meaning'" (Pitcher, 2009, p. 223), abbreviations (EA, EBFM, 
EAM, etc ... ) and degrees ofspl'Cificity (Morishita, 2(08). For the general purposes of 
this discussion I will refer 10 the ecosystem-basl-d approach as broadly as possible by 
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adopting Gray & Ilatchard's (2008) definition as "any attempt at a holistic approach to 
lisherics management, irrespective of its objectives"(p. 159). This definition is closely 
aligned with Charles', et al. (2009) fisheries systems approach which ineorporatcs 
systems theory into fisheries management and considers a broad range of ecological, 
institutional, social and (.'Conomic indicators to rrame fisheries management decisions 
within the 'big picture' perspective. Subsequently, the identification of measurable 
fisheri(.""S indicators has become accepted as an imlXlrtant step in the design or ecosystem-
based management rrameworks ror real-world application (Charles, et al. 2009; Charles, 
2005; Pitcher, et aI., 2009). Regardless of the definition, there arc generally twO 
innovative and expansive features of the eeosystem,based approach. Firstly, it seeks 
knowledge about the functioning or, and human impact ulXln, the whole ecosystem. 
Secondly, it removes, or at least dilutes, the arbitrary boundaries between the diITcrent 
systems (social, economic, ecological) involved in fisheries management in order to 
design a management framework (Folke, Hahn, Olsson & Norberg, 2005) 
The ecosystem-based approach can be secn in measures like by-catch mitigation, multi-
species management, proh .. 'Ction ofvulnerablc .. 'Cosy~tem~, participatory management and 
integrated approaches that consider the inOuenee of changes in the marin!;: environment 
(Morishita. 2008). The way any given country comes to adopt ecosystem-based 
management varies considerably. However, in general, the integration of ecosystem-
based principals comes first. These mighT include the commitment to prO,,"'C1 
biodiversity, the incorporation of human valuations or (.'(:osystems (including social and 
cultural), the acceptance "rthe dynamic nature or ecosystems, etc. A clear ecosystem-
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based nomenclature must be workl-d out and worked into the policy language. During 
and following Ihis process, ecosystem issues (ecological, social, economic, etc ... ) must be 
identified from the fisheries system and indicators to measure success for thesc issues 
agreed upon. Also, the geographical area for ecosystem management must be agreed 
upon. These steps require stakeholder participation, the identification of research nct.-ds, 
the development of a monitoring/feedback system and a means to prioritize the issues and 
indicators identified in order to efTectivelydirect scarcemanagcment resources (Fletcher, 
et aI., 2010; Pitcher, et aI., 2009). 
3.2. A Coll aborative Imperative 
It is generally acceptl-d that, at least to a degree. the more diversity (for e)(ample, 
biodiversity, cultural diversity or institUlional diversity) that is maintained within a 
system, the more resilient it will be to sudden shocks and changes (Becker & Ostrum, 
1995; Charles. 2009; Gibbs. 2009). Folke CI al. (2005) dcfincd resilience as '"the capacity 
ofa system to absorb disturbance and reorganize while undergoing change so as to still 
retain<:~Sl"ntiallylhesaml" function. structure. idcntity.lmd fcedbacks"(p. 443). By 
imposing fixed, narrowly-focuS(..""(1 and un-evolving management measures in an attempt 
to stabil ize naturally dynamic resource variables. hurnanshave generally made natural 
systems less resilient (Charles. 2009; Gibbs, 2009; Holling. 1993, Holling, 2001). 
Through Ihe emergence of the ecosystem-based approach. with its n:.-quirement for a more 
c)(pansivc and interactive way of looking althe world; one Ihat sees diversity as a 
- ------------ ------
prert:'quisite for rt:siliencc. fishcries management is experiencing a quantum lcap forward 
in its approach towards undcrstanding the n;,Llities of fisheries systems. 
The (.'Cosystem-bas(.'(! approach can be seen as an attempt to face the complexity and 
uncertainty of the real world through the safety-net of the 'precautionary principle', 
which maintains tha t: "where there arc threats of serious or irreversible damage, hick of 
full scientific ecrtainty shall not be uscd as a reawn for postponing cost-elTcctive 
measures to prevent cnvironmcntal dcgradation" (R io Declamtion, Chapter 15, 1992 ... as 
quotcd in Gonzalez-Laxc. 2005, p. 495). One of the main challenges to the ecosystcm-
based approaches progres." will be "how to balance knowledge and precaution" (C IEAF. 
2006. p. 22) in order to make timely management decisions in an expanding ecosystem-
based operational network. [n this early stage of adopting the ecosystem-based approach 
we arc faced with the transitional question of whether the goal of fisheries policy is to 
"manage change or adapt to it" (Gray & H:!tchard. 2008. p.158). 
Ecosystems arc incredibly complicated to model or incorponllc into management plans 
and there must be wme "trade-olTbetwecn realism and simplicity" (G:!reia & Ch:!rles, 
2007, p. 582). Compared with engineering systems. for example, Garcia & Charles 
(2007) explain th:!t "fisheries systems arc typically inhere11lly more variable. functiOfHllly 
more diverse. more hierarchically organized. and potentially capable of self-
organization." (p. 582). Initially, eeosystem models were supposed to create less 
uncertain, 'bigpicture' rcsults. but instead introduced more uncertainly (Rice. 20(5). 
This was a problem because it was realized that, in a volatile decis ion-making 
environment. the management system must be able to adapt quickly enough in order for 
precaution to actually be maintain<.-d (Curtin & I'rel!ezo, 2010). 
The incorporation of'adaptive management" into the ecosystem-based approach is a 
central way that it difTers from previous management models (Curtin & Prel!ezo. 2010) 
As described by Allen e\ al. (2011): "Adaptive management. ollen characterized as 
'karning by doing', is II formal it(:rative process of resource management th(lt 
acknowledges uncertainty and achieves management objectives by increasing system 
knowk-dge through a structured feedback process" (Allen, et aI., 2011, p. 1340). When 
adaptive management works, policies become "hypothesis" and management actions 
Oecome "experiments" (Folke, et al.. 2005 , p. 447) for learning how to adapt to change 
Because of the high demand for divergent, cross-scale infonnation (to maintain a 
·structured feedback process'), it is implicit that adaptivc ecosyslcrn-based approaches 
require collaboration as well as an element of'sociallearning'. Reed et al. (2010) 
defined social learning as "'a change in understanding that gocs beyond the individual to 
btXOllle situated within wider social units or communities of pnlctice through social 
interOlctions between actors within social networks" (p. 6). Through this process a 
storehouse of knowledge or 'social memory' may be amassed over time that can be called 
upon during periods of major disturbances (folke, et aI., 2005) 
Thanks to ecosystem-hased thinking, it is ultimatcly becoming more and more acceptable 
to look at nalural resource systems, including fisheries , as complex adaptive systems 
(Holling, 2001; Rammel et al., 2007). Complex adaptive systems arc made up of a 
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'plexus' ofinterconnccl<:d bchJvioural. institutional and ccological sub-systcms (similar 
to Hollings. 2001. idea of'nested sets' ofadaptivc cycles). Thc whole system continually 
adapts through a process of co-evolution amongst its many irreversibly evolving and 
intcrconm,:{:\(,:d subsystems (RJlllmel et aL. 2007). By incorporating structured adaptivc 
management and sociallcaming, the ecosystem-based approach may ultimately lead to a 
more timely and better understood co-evolution of policies (and their underlying images 
and values) within the broader (c..'(:o logical, human behavioural. institutional, etc".) 
fisheries system. In essence. these developments provide a basis for a resurgence and 
radical e:'{pansion of a long-suppressed communal mode of managemcnt thaI may have 
been eharJcteristic of pre-industrial fisheries. 
4. The Grecn Agcnda 
4. 1. An Environmcntal lSS IlC 
Throughout the 19805 fisheries issues received little attentioll outside of the industry. 
M<..-dia eovenlge and public interest rt:mained low: inteTTtlpted by a sh0l1-lived crisis from 
time to time. By the early 199Os. however, public interest in fisheries began to increasc 
thanks to a seric..'S of major stock collapses and the 'overfishing issuc' began receiving 
more and more medill eover'lge (Mikalsen & Jenton, 2001). As this S(.'(:tion will show, 
thc chJngc in public persIX'Ctive WllS part ofa broader trend in fisheries whcreby, what 
Prinecn (20 10) referred to;lS "thc dominant imagc" (p. 37) underlying fishcries policy 
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was successfully challcnged. This changc in the policy image has the potential to lead to 
a tran~fer of d(."Cision.making to another venue 
Generally speaking, during the 1990s the media became very negative towards the 
fishing industry and fisheries management. While local and regional media wcre 
somcwhat less critical (tending to blame national bureaucracies or foreign overfishing for 
reSOurce problems), negative coverage of industrial fishing continued to esealme, leading 
to a deterioration of the public image of the industry and its participants (Oliver, 2(05). 
As Oliver (2005) explained 
Until recent times, the public. in gener"l, regarded fishemlen with a mixture of 
respect and admiration. They were almost heroic figures. who braved the 
c1emen l~ and did a physically arduous and dangerous job under difficult 
conditions to put high protein food on people's tables Many people, nnd 
especially young pt.:op1c. now sec fi~hermen as greedy, sc1fintercsted pirates who 
plunder the oceans with powerful and tcchnically sophisticated vessels and 
equipment, without a thought for the marine cnvironmcnt or for future gcncnltions 
of fishermen (Oliver, 2005, p. 219) 
This intensifying negalive publicity toward the fishing industry (including science and 
management)overthe resource crisis opcned up a space in the publi c's v;ew for 
increasing environmental conservation and activism. This new environmental urgency 
led to changes acros~ the enli re management arena (Mikalsen & kntoft. 200 I). 
Indeed, the 1990~ saw the rapid reframing of fisheries management into an environmenwl 
conservation issue (MikaJsen & lentoR, 2001). Thcre was a consensus rapidly building 
amongst the scientific community that industrial fisheries were capable of causing major 
environmental harm. This change in the dominant scientific pcrspective was interrelated 
10 Ihe appearance oflhe ccosyslem-basl-d approach which linked largel fish slocks 10 the 
wider environment. There were also a series of inlernational and regional environmental 
conferences and eonvelllionsthat hclped to refrnrne fisheries aslltl environm ental issue 
by adopting the language and approaches of biodiversity-centerl-d environmental 
management. National fisheries ministries also began 10 adopt the biodiversity 
perspective to the point where there was growing "evidence o f ad ion to prioritize 
environmenlal objectives over commercial objectives" (Gray & Hateh:ml. 2007. p. 788; 
Heml'S & Mik,llscn, 1999) 
This growing sense of urgency creatl"l:1 an opportunity for environmental non-
governmental organizations (ENGOs) to rise 10 a new role as (Lctive stakeholders 
According to a model of stakeholder identi fi ealion designed by Mitchell, el al. (1997), 
stakeholders who cOlllmand the three attributes of legitimacy, urgency and power 
simultaneously wi ll Ix: the top priority for the dominanl policy-making agency involved, 
At the bollom of the modcllherc arc latent stakeholders who have only one of these three 
allributes and are thus unlikely to receive any allelltion from the dominant institution 
until they arc able to g(lin (mother auribute (Mitchel, et al.. 1997 ... as citcd in Mikalscll & 
Jentoft.20(1). Fishcrics policy then. was being ",-defined as part ofa global 
envirollmenlal crisis (urgency), that had a growing scientific consensus (iegitim(Lcy). and 
an increasingly concerned and fruslmtcd public (potential political power) behind it 
(Dunn. 2005: Mikalsen & kntoft. 20(1) 
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While the earliest campaigns against scaling and whaling in the 1970s and 1980s raised 
the profile of some activist groups and their cause of animal welfare, their radical 
approach also created a public image of them as "extremist, mi litanl, confrontational and 
highly ideological" (I-Iernes & Mikalsen. 1999, p. 2). The new sense of environmental 
urgency and legitimacy in the early 1990s howevcr, opcn .. -d Ihe door for other, more 
pragmatic, non-animal rights, ENGOs that were seen as more 'mainstream' and 
profcssional alongside the r.!dical animal rights movement. 
In fact, cnvironmentalism itsclfwas undergoing a significant restructuring as it moved 
from "campaigning for 'problem identification' to collaborating in 'problem solving'" 
(Dunn, 2005, p. 209). Many ENGOs, and especially the larger, more established ones, 
like the World Wildlife Fund (WWF), were evolving to adopt pragmatic approaches 
based on a strategy of 'political diversification'. For example, WW F-Canada was 
granted observer ~tatus at the North Allantie Fisheries Organization (NA FO) in 2006 It 
has provided independent seientilie advice on NAFO's oceans reform policy and. 
according to Short, Graham & Grieve (2008). intends to "strengthcn relations with 
d .. 'Ci~ion makers. engaging them on the nced to reducc cod by-catch and implemcnt 
EBM"(p.83) 
While dir .. -ct action and ncgative mcdia camp:ligns rcmained an important activity of 
ENGOs, for many successful organizil tions it became a secondary clement, meant to 
balance public IJ'Creeptions and maintain credibility. Mainstream environmentalism soon 
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became almost entirely institutionally focused, relying heavily on research and extensive 
lobbying (Dunn, 2005; Gray & Hmehard, 2007; Hemcs & Mikalsen. 1999) 
There arc. however. many divisions amongst the everydllY citizens, activists. ENGO's, 
scicntists. and industry professionals thm make up the fisheries environmentul movcmen1. 
For example, there remains a considerable philosophical divide between those individuals 
und groups who advocutc for animal rights and those involved in the more 'mainstremn' 
environmental movement (discussed below). More generally, there exist a divide 
between the ecocentric nature-conserv,ltion conception of marine stewardship and the 
sustainable development conception (Gray llnd Hatchard, 2oo7). Such divides (Ire not 
sUlllrising given growing diversity of stakcholder interests and the " lack of actual 
exposure to the or.;e(m's material nature" (Steinberg. 200K, p. 2095). Yet. these dividt:s 
may not run as deep as they appear on the surface. They likely rest upon a tension 
between idealistic intelllrctations of stewardship versus pragrnatic ones, while the 
common goals o f sustain ability and diversity arc st ill shur(-d for most 
The emergence of and debate ovCT marine ("Co-labelling initiatives. particulurly thc 
Marinc Stewardship Council (MSC). is an example of such divisions amongst the green 
(or 'blue') agenda. The MSC (founded out ofajoim-initimive between the WWF and 
food industry giant Unilever in 1996) now oversees an independently conduelL-d and 
transparent certification process that ultimately provides u blue cco-labclto go on seufood 
packaging to certify thnt the fishery it came from met certain environmental criteria that 
ensures ils sustainability. The MSC also has a chain of custody program that certifies the 
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traccability ofa seafood product from thc timc of captuTC to when it's sold for 
consumption (Greenpeaee, 2009; MSC, 2011). 
Somc researchers, like Jacquet & Pauly (2010), and ENGOS like Grccnpcaee (2009), 
have ]}cen highly critical of the MSC certification process. They have been disapproving 
of the MSC for shortcomings in its traceability program and for the certification of 
fi sheries that have shown large population declines in the ta rget species or that have used 
destructive techniques like bottom trawling. They have also criticizt:d the MSC for 
certifying mostly large, capital-intensive industrial fi sheries as opposed to small-seale 
operations and have noted significant barriers to certification for fisheries in poor 
countries (Greenpcaee, 2009; Jacquet & Pauly, 2007; Jacquet & P(luly, 2008; J(lequet & 
Pauly, 201 0). Supporters of MSC, on the other hand, argue that it can harness 
public/consumer interest, provide I.:conomie incentives for good stewardship, lead to the 
use ofmorc selective gear, improve monitoring and research, etc ... (e.g. sec Hilborn, 
2010). The disagreements over MSC have been largely about its particular certification 
criteria and pcrfonnancc and not over its underlying philosophy that is timlly rooted in 
the sustainable development conception of stewardship. These divisions are illustrative 
of an idealistic in tervretation of ('Cosystem management versus a pragmatic one 
While still eorpomtist in nature, there is an inroad ofindividualisrn in the MSC idea that 
makes it both appealing and yct somehow unsctt ling, depending upon what ideological 
starling point it is considered from. Regardless, any step beyond ideology (even this very 
small one) is likely a positive development for fishcries management. Here we sec how 
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the ocean is a 'theory machine' thm is not simply "an arena of political contestation but a 
space that is saturated with socinl processes nnd cultural resOn(lIlees" (Steinbcrg, 2ooS, p. 
2092). It is the position of this paper that the rise of the green agenda and the ecosystem-
based approach is bringing about a t:1r-reaching societal consensus thm is Dest described 
as a euhurdl process 
4.2. ' I)ntmaturg ic:11 Co nsciulIsll CSS' 
Rifkin (2009) argued that moving imagery, especially film, pluyed an important role in 
raising concern for the environment and nonhuman beings. Research into the ways that 
radio and television were allowing people to develop strong emotional relationships with. 
or to take on the roles of, the characters they were seeing and hearing, began in the 1950s. 
These "parasoeial relationships" (p. 555) provided a training ground for exploring new 
relationships and vicariously allowed for increased socialization to a broader range of 
eh~lractcrs (including some animals) that would be possible in somconc's regular life 
(Rifkin, 2(09) 
It seems that wc increasingly interpret the world in more audiovisual than literary ways. 
According to Lorimer (2010), 'transmedia ecologies' ofmO\'ing imagery have become 
the primary spaces where most people arc exposed to far·away peoples, nonhunmlls and 
environments. Film "frames our 'optiealunconsciousness' organizing the horizons of the 
visible and the sensible" and can 'powerfully configure popular politlcullandseapc~" 
(Lorimer, 2010. p. 241) 
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Today, the internet is changing parasocial relationships to 'pccr-to-pcer' and is making 
possiblc what Rifkin (2009) calls "dramaturgical consciousness" (p. 555), As Rifkin 
(2009) exp lai ned: "The whole world might well have becn a ~tage, but during the 20th 
Century most of the people were in the audience, whcreas in the 21 st Century cvcryone is 
onstage and in front of the spotlight, thanks to YouTubc, MySpacc. Faccbook, thc 
blogosphcrc, et al," (p. 555). ]·Jardin ([968) wascorrCCI, allhe timc, when he argued 
Ihal: "il is as templing 10 ecologisls as il is 10 rcfomlCrs in general 10 try to persuade 
othcr.> by way oflhc pholographic shortcut. But the essence of an argumcnt cannot bc 
photogr.Jph(.-d: il must be prcsented rationally -in words" (p. 1245). Howevcr, this 
argument is weakening 
The rise of dramaturgical consciousness may have a game-changing influcncc on 
fish cries poliey as a widc range of new stakeholders, who might nOI necessarily be 
involved with any eSlablish(.'(i ENGOs, can now, as individual citizens with concems 
aboul elhical consumerism, ocean pollution. biodivcrsilY loss. clc .... use the 'digital 
commons' as a medium to polilicize their cause. As Rhcingold (2005) cxplained, "In Ihe 
many-Io-many cra, every desktop is now a printing press, a broadcasting slalion, a 
communily, or a markelplace". Furthermore. there has b<:en un increase in collective 
uction addressing environmental issues Ihat is organized onlinc. bul also a boom in ego-
driven, narcissislic pursuits (Frcidman, 2006; Hcdges. 2009; Maieh & George, 2009) 
Reg,jrdlcss of the intentions, the ultimate result is the elevation of role playing as a form 
of consciousness for the internct gencration (Rifkin. 2(09) 
The rising dominance of the grccn agcnda in fisheries might also be considered in 
rclation to thc cvolution of public values that have come with changing demographics. 
Urbanization has Ix."come a major global trend. In Canada, for cxamplc. nearly 90% of 
the total population growth sincc 200 I has occurred in cites (Statistics Canada, 2008). 
This urban drift has led to a changc in sociewl attitudes as racial, religious, ethnic, sexual, 
and othcr fonns of divcrsity become more accepted. Rifkin (2009) argued that 
"traditional boundarie~ scpamting p<.-ople arc beginning to give way to a more 
cosmopolitan sensibility, and with it, the cxtension of empathic consciousness to wholly 
new domains" (p. 466). This cosmopolitan scnsibility tr;lI1slates into a move away from 
the' American dream' model of individual success towards a . European drcam' that is 
b:lsed more on 11 'quality of life' perspective (i.e. hcalthy functioning communities. 
ethical food. self-expression, civil society issucs, ctc ... ). 
Cosmopolitanism is also synonymous with environmentalism and Rifkin (2009) argues 
that. statistically. ··the Internet gencration consistently outpaces their older cohorts"' ( 543) 
when it comes to ill/a alia, sensitivity to the plight of other creatures. Lifestyles do seem 
to be changing to retlect these growing concerns. In the US. lorcxamplc. hunting has 
declined significantly in reccnt dl'Cades whereas wildlife watching has grown nlpidly 
(Pinker, 2011). 
As mcntioncd, in fisheries governance today thcre is a growing tension between the 
'nature-conservation conception' of stewardship, which places thc protection of the 
t'Cosystem over the protection of industry. ;lI1d the 'sustainable-development conception' 
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that see humans as an active part of evolving ecosystcms (Gray & Hatchard. 2(07). 
While both conceptions arc part o f thc cosmopolitan scnsibility, at its most advanced 
level the nature-conselVation conception is probably dominant (and perhaps a harbinger 
of things to come) (Rifkin, 2(09). 
5. From Fishcries Managemcnt to Governance 
5.1. fhc' P;\ r1icill :ltury Panlilox' 
Policy makillg is 1101 a C(ISC ofgmllps beggillg gOl'en/mclI/ to let them ill. 
bill of gm'('rIlmellllryillg 10 make lise of ... hm exists ill the grOllp society 
- Maloney, el al. (1994) 
As the green agenda became increasingly sophisticated and successful. the traditional 
20th ccntury fisherics management llrnmgcment whereby fisheries was a "closed shop" 
(Dunn. 2005, p. 210), structured around a 'privilegcd' relationship between industry and 
govcrnmcnt bt."'Camc increllsingly challenged by a rapid incrcase in potential stukeholders 
(Hemes & Mikalsen, 1999). Bythc late I 990s, fisheri ... "S refoml moved from tl)'ing to 
find ways to facilitatc user-group participation in dl..'Cision-making (i.e. co-management) 
10 increasingly having 10 include non-user interests as well (fishcries govemancc). I'olicy 
makers were faced with a challenge of 'institutional design' in order to accommodate 
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many ncw intcrcsts that werc becoming too political to ignore (Mikalscn & Jcntoft. 
2001) 
A major paradigm shift. -from fisheries management 10 fisheries governance" (Symes, 
2006, p. 114). was underway. This 1ll0Vee(ln be viewf..-d as P(lrt of(l growing 
intcrdisciplinarity within the field as wcll as the wider process ofdccentralization and 
devolutionth(lt began in the 1980s across Western societies and the continuing trend 
away from traditional party political involvcmcnt (Symcs, 20(6). While shaped by the 
dominccring influencc ofneolibcral ideology, the move towards fisheries governance still 
marked a shift away from top·down/command·(lIld·eontrolman(lgemcnt with its 
prescriptive 'carrot (lnd stick approaches' towards a complex participatory paradigm. 
This "melting-pot-eoncept" as Suarez de Vivero (2008, p. 323) put it, has "collective 
knowledgc", 'social consensus". "self-coordination", and "post-materialist" foundations 
(p.323). 
It seemed that the 'institutional innovation' required for effective ecosystem-based 
adaptive management was well underway. However, there have been m(lny challenges 
thus far to facilitating the influx of stakeholder participants. For mosl industriali~ed 
fishing nations the relaxing of eentraliz<.'<i government control has nolled to the 
instilUtioll(ll and structural adapMion ne(.'<ied for managing complex fisherics systcms. 
The assumption Ihat increasing stakeholder participation will automatically lead to social 
learning and adaptive management may be, to put it mildly, premature. This is partly 
b(.'Cause the costs oftcn associated with cross-scale interactions tend to lead to a 
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monopolization of info nil at ion and power by dominating institUlions which can create 
distrust in Ihe govemance system (Adger, 2006; Reed et aI., 201 0). 
Instead of truly open collaboration, an age-old dicholomy has often emerged, with 
luis~cz-fairclprivatc property solulions (like ITQs) in one camp and the morc ditTusc 
semi-partieipatory processes (likc 'coopcrativemanagement') in thc other (Suarez de 
Vivcro, et aI., 2OOS). On onc side, uccording to Suarez dc Vivcro, et al. (2OOS), are 
processes Ihat are linked 10 "large transnational companies and slrong economic lobbies, 
with the more social aspects being somewhal sidelined" (p. 334). On the other side. an 
increase in Ihe number of aClors involved in co-management can introduec new power 
dynarnicslhm lead to "'accountability being more and more diffusely spread. a nd 
producer participation diluted intoawidcandcomplexspcelrllmofsocial actors"'(SUarCl 
de Vivero. el aI., 200S, p. 324). The challenge then. bl.'C(lme to increase Ihe number of 
panicip(lIlts in thc lkl.:ision-making process without slowing it down, diluting iI, or 
ullowing for Ihe marginl.llization ofimponant stakeholders (Mikalsen & Jentofl, 2OOS). 
rhis"participation paradox'" (Suarezdc Vivcro,ct al.. 2008. p. 319) indeed highlightslhe 
need for institutional innovation. However, the innovation that the ecosystem approach 
demands, requires the accommodation of an accelerated and struclured social learning 
process. This kind of inn oval ion, according to Berghofer, et al. (2008), "cannot be 
planncd (Iccording to blueprint insighls from indicators, or the analysis ofruks or 
polilicaltraditions. Instead, they will havc 10 cmergc from an interJctive process of 
slakeholder participation"(p. 245) 
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Traditionaltop.down, command-and control institutions 'imposc' a regulatory 
framework on stakeholdcrs ;lIld m;IY be "impervious to feedb.1ck or learning from 
resource users and civil society" (Adger, 2006, p. 2). Without this feedback, institutions 
run the risk of stifling innovation, They may lx"Come stuck in the 'status quo' while other 
actors (for example ENGOs), may pool important knowledge and reframe the policy 
imagc to incrcase control ovcr the dccision-making vcnuc (Adgcr. 2006: Princcn. 2010; 
Reed,ct a1.. 2010) 
Interestingly, this whole proccss may have come full circle to a point where the industry 
and traditionallllanagelllent institutions are m risk of falling under thc top-down. 
prescriptive command ofthc 'naturc-(;onscrvation conception' th:!t is advocated by a 
hlrge contingent ofthc scientific and ENGO collllllunity(s). According to Gray & 
I latch:lrd (2007) "this claim rests on thc assertion that decision-makcrs arc so influcnced 
by the gwen agenda th:lt environmental ism now cxerts hegemonic power ovcr thc fishing 
industry and fisheries policy"' (Gray & Hatchard. 2007. p. 780). To prevent th is. they 
argue, the industry must build upon a "platform of :llrcady ex isting cndorsellients o f thc 
'sust;lin;lbk dcvelopment conception' of environmental stewardship" (p. 790), that must 
utilize a more cooperative, bottom-up governance structure (Gray & Hatchard, 2(07). 
5.2. Challengcs 10 Ihc [cosystcm-bnscd ApprOllch 
As mentioned above, there waS ;1 convergence of international environment:!1 and 
tisheries man:!gernent objcctives that took place in the carly 1990s. This convcrgcnce 
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was pren:ded by a stage of rising environmental awareness that began in the 1970s with 
the Stockholm Conference (1972) and culminated with the Rio Summit in 1992. By the 
mid 1990s several countrics had movcd into a stage of implementation of the new 
cnvironmentallbiodiversity-focused approach to natural resource management. The main 
means of implementation for fisheries management has been the ecos)'!;tem-based 
approach (Bianchi, 2(09) 
Thc implementation of the ecosystem-based approach to fisherics managcment suffered 
considerable incrtia carlyon. The early 2000s saw attclll[)\s at thc furthcrclarification of 
general principals. for example, at thc Conference on Responsible Fisheries in Reykjavik 
in 2001 and the World Summit on Sustainable Developmcnt in Johannesburg in 2002 
Thc scicntific community had long advocated for the ecosystem-based approach as a 
responsc to urgent environmental problems, however. as Rice (2005) explained. it had 
"merely been indicating the necessary di rection of change" (p. 267). Arter the policy 
environmcnt changed and embraced the principals of the ecosystem approach, it became 
clear that science was not ready to provide the hard advice needC<l for im[)lementation. 
Policy was now 'ahead' of science and fan,d a wall of complexity and uncertainty 
(Bianchi, 2009; Rice, 200S). Fisheries managcrs attempted to muddle through endless 
definitions, to dl"Cide what indicators to usc and how to apply l"Cosystern management 
ucross diflcre!l1 sectors, while r:lced with a seemingly insumlOuntable deficit of 
ecological data. us well as, paradoxically, too much complexity 
Currently, different countries arc at different stages ofirnplcmentation. Many countries 
have at least, to varying degrecs, adopted the principals of (:cosystem-nwtwgemcnt into 
their general management culture, whilc some have identifi(:d and incorpor.l\ed 
ecosystem-based indicators into management plans, yet very few have shown success in 
actual implemcntation at (I fishery-wide level (Pitcher, et aI. , 20(9). Some individual 
fisheries have had <.'Cosystem-bascd management plans successfully implemented as a 
result of evolving co-management plans, however, regional-scale, multi -sector, 'whole 
governance' frameworks are perhaps a long way 00' with the exception of a select few 
countries; most notably Australia (Fletcher, 2009), A study by Pitcher, et at (2009) 
analysed the success of implementation for 33 countries and found that, "no country rated 
overall as 'good, only four countries were 'adequate', while over half received 'fail' 
grades" (p, 223), In that study, Iceland, South Africa, Canada and Australia were rated as 
'ade<luate , whilejltst the USA and Norway showed 'good' performance (Pitcher, et a!. , 
2009), 
While there was a trend towards rich countries faring bctler than poor countries, there 
were exceptions, most notably the consider.lb1c progress of South Afriea as oppos<.-d to 
the re lati vely poor progress of some developed European countries like Fr.lnce and the 
UK, Interestingly, some of these European countries pcrfomled poorly in spite of falling 
under progressive policy regimes like the refomlCd, ecosystem-focused, Common 
Fisheries Pofiq (Pitcher, et aI., 2009). This may bc a result of SOllle n;ltions "responding 
piecemeal to specific international agreemenlS, advocacy pressure, trade requirements or 
immediate crisis" {Pitcher, et al. 2009, p, 231)as opposed to the development of 
eomprchensivc ecosystcm-based managcment plans (Bianchi, et aI., 2008; Pitcher, et aI., 
2009). 
6_ Di scussion, Furthcr Argument s a nd I~ ecommendation s 
6.1. Wikifishcri l'S' 
Ofeoursc, the scientists and economists who designed the mid-20th century mooels 
based on MSY and (.'conomie efficiency were using the best avai lable dma and methoos 
for the time (Sanez-Arroyo & Roberts, 2008). These approaches 1<.'<1 to a furthering of 
understanding about the populmion dynamics of individual fish stocks. Howcver, the 
interface betwecn management's usc of these technical fixes and thc real-lime changes in 
marine ecosystems that resulted (from a combination of environmental change, 
overfishing and habitat destruction) is a classic example of a leaming process thm was far 
too slow for adaptive management to be effective (Harris, 1998; Tuchman. 1984) 
Considerable faith has ariscn during a period ofn.:organization during thc 1990s and 
2000s in the ability of the ecosystem-based approach to solve this problem. 
Unfortunmely_ for many courmies the ccosystcm-bascd approach to fishcries 
management still rcmains more in th(.'Ory than in actual practiec. This is in part due to the 
technical complexity involv(.'<I. As mentioned above. one of the challenges 10 successful 
l.'cosystem-based management has been figuring out how to balance knowledge and 
precaution (C1EAF, 2006). Coming to grips with the problem of having to work with a 
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greater number of issues and indicators while at the same time rcalizing thalthcrc is an 
inevitable shortage of data to fuJty describe these issues and indicators has been the 
sourceofconsiderab1c frustration 
Howevcr, thc focal point of th is paper is on the additional socictal issues that thc 
ecosystem approach is coming to include, like for cxample, the usc of social and cultural 
contexts as indicators for management plans, Such indicators are hard to quantify and 
may ultimately depend on value judgements about biodiversity that will be case-specific 
lKross numerous cases. As stakeholder participation incrcllses so too docs the influence 
lhm socictal perceptions and values have in thc govcrnance proccss (Gray & Hatchard. 
2008; I'rincen, 20 I 0; Rifl:in, 20(9). It is here wlu:re an understanding of expanding 
empathy may play an illlportant role. 
According to Rifl:in (2009) "a sea change in human values has taken place over the 
course of the past nfty years around the world" (p. 447). The classic utilitarion model of 
hunmn nature, bom out of the Enlightenment and based upon self-interest as the prime 
motivator became the principal1cns through which policy has been d(,.,;;igncd. This model 
stillcd our understanding of complexity and cmpathic extension. But. a new model of 
human nature, one bas(,."(] on coJtaboration is on the rise. Rifl:in (2009) propos(,.""(] that if 
there is an 'invisible hand'. it is a maturing empathy lmd an expanding of consciousness 
outwurd 10 include all the relationships thaI the current communications and energy 
rcgirnesaJtow for 
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As discussed above, the coming of thc ecosystem-based, biodiversity-ccntered 
perspective to fishcries has crcat .. :d a growing dcmand for thc accommOodation ofa 
massive amOount of complex infol1T1ation from diverse, eross-sclile pers)X~tives. It has 
also eOontributed tOo the reframing of fi sheries management into llll environrnent(11 
conservation problem and thus raised the issue of marine stewardship into Ihe global 
public sphere. The influx of new stakeholders has the polential 10 marginalize important 
actors, foster distrust and make management institutions too inflexible. Flexibility is 
ll(.'t.-d<.-d tOo allow social learning and adaplive management to work, which may be Ihe 
only way to keep up wilh an increasingly unpredictable resource environment (Rmnmel, 
cl al .. 2(07). Nikolic (2010) has argued that wh(lt's needed to grow susta inable socio-
techno logical systems arc decentralized, 'bottom-up· forum s of collaboration Ihat 
incorporatc a willingn<.'Ss for mi stakes to be made in order for adaptive learning to 
happen 
As the decision-making venue shifts above an emerging image ofresouree extrnction that 
values biodiversity over <.'Conomics, policy change is no longcr driven by centnlliz ... -d 
govenllllcnt institutions (Rifkin. 2(09). Thus, policy making ·· .. .is not:t cas ... o f groups 
begging government to let them in. but of government trying to 1113ke usc of what exists 
in Ihe group society'· (Maloney. Jordan & McLuaghlin. 1994. p. 21). TheparadOoxical 
challenge now is that. with Ihe delllocrnlization ofinfOomlation and communicat ions 
comes the need to priorit ize who gets heard. However, that level of control is becOoming 
k'Ss of a possibi lity partly becausc o f the new communications regime (Gibbs, 2008; 
Herncs & Mikalsen. 1999; Rheingold. 2(02). 
What is m:e<lt.:d in order to make management systems more resilient is social resilience 
by mcans of institutional innovation that facilitates efTective communication_ This 
communication is possible via the translating ofinfonnation across different scales from 
the various subsystems involved into a useful collaborative fonmt As Rammel el al. 
(2007) argued: 
Long enduring evolutionary networks must contain cooperative links that lead to 
an overall systemic perfonnance that is adaptive and successful in its surrounding 
environment. Between micro-level interactions and macro-level adaptivity, 
sustainability arises, if each subsystem fits successfully in the network. and if the 
network successfully fits into the wider environment (p. I I) 
The roots of this type of communication was theorized by Wilson (1998) as COllsiliellce, 
described by Pinker (1998) as "Iiter.tlly a 'jumping together' of knowledge by the linking 
of facts and fact-based theory across disciplines to create a common groundwork of 
explanation" (Pinker, 1998. p. 7; Sanez-Arroyo & Roberts, 2008) 
Strength in fisheries govemanee may depend increasingly on the 'weak til'S' that link or 
'bridge' dense clusters of social strudure(ex. groups ofpcople wo rking to solve a 
speeil1e fisheries problem) with olher disparate dense clusters thnt would otherwise 
eollabornte lur too slowly (ifat all) for efTl'Ctive adaptivC/sociallearning to occur (Reed, 
et al. 2010; Granovetter. 1983). It is from this viewpoint (i.e. that adaptive leamingean 
occur as a del iberation that goes beyond simple infonnalion exchange) That fisheries 
governance must seriously incorporate an undersTanding of network governance into its 
Mudlls operandi (Reed, ct al 20 I 0). In ils simplest fonn. network governance refers to 
understanding how self-organizing social networks arisc and function in response 10 
fisheries problt:ms and "the increasing ro le and importance that institutions and 
individuals that arc not harvest rights holders, or mandaK'(! centrJl ized management 
agencies, now havc in many fisheries" (Gibbs, 2007,p. 116). 
The internet will inevitably prove to be the SC)ltant that institutions will need to navigate 
the maelstrom of eomple)l ity demanded by the ecosystem/participatory paradigm. Garcia 
(20 I I) has argued that, for fisheries management, "the time has come to establish one or 
more communities of practice (sensli Wenger) and that the internet could be us(.'(! 
efficiently for this purpose, enhancing the co-evolution of science and d(."(;ision-making" 
(p. I). Gibbs (2007) highlighted the potential of the internet for challenging top-down 
management structures and suggested that ..... fisheries management decisions can be 
analysed and disSC(;K'(! amongst the global community online and more irnpol1untly, 
completely beyond any degree of control by a centralized management authority" (p. 
11 7). 
Network governance can potentially be used in implementing the ccosystem.bas(.'(! 
approuch in two ways. Firstly, the coll1l11l1nity o/praclicecould apply to regional 
(.'Cosystem-based management frameworks to raeilitate collaboration between s(.'Ctors, 
agencies, science, etc ... S(."(;ondly, a truly 'open Wiki' ror marine ecosystems could serve 
as a forum ofinfommtion exchange and collaboration that management agencies could 
utilize for asscssing and incorporating societal (.'Cosystem vulues into policy. 
The realization ofsueh virtual communities of practice on a global, national or regional 
level remains in the theoretical realm. in spite of the fact that the infrastructure required is 
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already in place (Garcia, 201 1). Large science-based advisory networks like the 
International CourJ{:il for the Exploration of the Sea (lCES) already exist, but truly 'free' 
collaborative fonnats that anyone can access and participate in have yet to emerge. 
However, it is not difficult to imagine a community of practice, 'WikiFisheries' let's say, 
where expertise and bridging software can be developt."<i and pooled in an open, 
collaborative forum. Numerous examples of Web 2.0 networks arc already popular, as 
second-generation "distributed computing"' is "sweeping the global business community" 
(Rifkin, 2009, p. 527; Frcidman, 2006; Hartley, 2010; Nikolic, 2010; Rheingold, 2(05). 
Ihlrdin (1968) was quite adamant (and \;Orrect) that technical n.-.:es really don't work 
because they require "a change only in the techniquesoflhe nalural sciences, demanding 
lillie or nothing in thc way ofchangc in human values or ideas of morality" (p. 1243). 
and technical fixes have b<:en blamed for the mismanagement of fisheries around the 
world (Oegnbol, et aI., 2006). Therclorc, the truly innovative approaches mention(."<i 
abovc (ex. adaptive management, network governance, online communities of practice) 
are mediums for collaboration and collective action as opposed to one-size-fits-all 
prescription~ . Delibemtive initiatives (e.g. online 'communities ofpmcliee') could help 
lead fisheries govern:mce from 'damage control' to adaptive co-evolution. The challenge 
for fisheries policy in the future will be to dcsign thc collabor.llive forums and 
coopcrative links necded 10 facilitate a dialogue between difTering stakeholder 
persp •. :ctives in order to benefit from socialleaming. 
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MeLuhan's (1964) idea that 'the medium is the message' is by now overt to the point of 
cliche, but, it is clearly a central point in our discu~~ion of empathy and the ecosystem-
based approach. For example, over the past 20 years, according to Rammel , et al. (2007) 
"there has been a growing awareness that technology is co-evolving with its socio-
!.:conomie and bio-physical environment. This emphasizes the interdependencies between 
K'!:hnologies, institutions, values and the bio-physical environment" (p, 11). Varjopuro, 
et al. (2008) has argued that "implementation of ecosystem management requires a 
"seismic shife in the mindsetofhumans" (p. 149). The mciuhanesque 'message' to 
consider is that the mediums of new communications technologies l!re changing how 
socialization is structured and the way perception hllppens by "predisposing us towards a 
systernsthinking"(Rilkin, 2009, p,600), thus making the ecosystem-based approllch 
more and more pillusible, Conversely, the ecosystem-based approach is also a thcoretical 
medium with a message Occause, "ecology is networks ... To understand ecosystems 
ultimately will be to understand networks" (Aernard Pallern as quoted in Rifkin, 2009, p, 
599). Because of, illtera/iil, these network characteristics, it is the position of this paper 
that the ecosystem approach, in both tiK'Ory lind practice, can be explained as a 
manilestation orthe expanding empathy describcd by Rifkin (2009) 
It was actually not because of its private property argument thl!t I lard in's (1968) tragedy 
of/he COli/mOilS theory was so imponant and enduring in the long-run. Instead, it is 
because it provided a starting point for popular discourse about the rapid societal 
transition into a resource-finite modem world and the appropriateness of the suitcase of 
innate bchnviours that nntural selection has pnckcd for us. Thc prcmisc of I I:lrdin's 
tragedy is compatible with Rees' (200R) contemporary view Ihat 
biophysical unsustainability is an inevitable "emergent property" of the 
intcraction of tcchno-induslri(ll society and Ihe C1:ospherc with deep rools in 
fundmncntal human nalure ... thc world community musl acknowledgc the InlC 
human nature of our collective dilemma and act to override inrl(lle behavioural 
predispositions thm have become maladaptive in the modcm ef(!. (p. 685) 
Rifkin (2009) might add that the world community must stop overriding our innatc 
empmhic pn.-dispositions, hut would also agree with Rces (2008) Ihat, likc all othcr 
species. humans have the drive to c:-.:pand their territory to its limilS and e:-.:ploil all 
available resources. Rifk in's (2009) thesis ltrgues that empathic expansion has been and 
continues to be, din . 'elly lied 10 the exploi tation and degmdation of natural resourees 
bC1:ause of the techno/social advancements Ihal such aelivitics bring. However, as seen 
in Ihe R'Ccnl risc of Ihe green agenda. human empathy is expanding at the societal level to 
include non-humans and Ihe biosphere, thus introducing new valuations and demanding 
more meaningful approaches to human intcrnctions with the planet. As collaborative 
forums bt..'Come more sophisticated, emp:lthy has the potential to drive eollab-oration over 
resource management in a more sustainable dirt..'Ction (e.g. renewable energy) 
While Hardin (1968) may have simply reinforced the commons problem Ihrough o!lcring 
up "prevailing conceptU;;l1 frames [Illd cultural norms" (Rees. 200K, p. 685) as the 
solution, he sct in motion a fundamentally important (yet painfully slow evolving) 
discussion that became increasingly interdisciplinary and fruitful (for example. would 
Elinor Ostrom tmve won the 2009 Nobel Prize in c(;onomies without II:lrdin 's Tragedy,!). 
The lrue solution to the commons dilemma, then, will prove to be the proccss that Hardill 
helpedst:lrt. becausc.as Rheingold (2005)cxplaincd, "pcople arc only prisoners if they 
consider thcmsclvcs to be. Thcyescapcbycrcaling institutions forcollcctiveaction" 
(Rheingold.2oo5) 
Thus. collaboration is the kcy. Achieving cross-disciplinary coopemtion that dmws upon 
'"perspcetives. insight and methodologies of all disciplines as required for the specific 
CllSC" (Degnbol, et lIl. , 2006, p. 541) has been identified as a key challenge for succcssful 
fisheries governance. Recently, a large group o f top fisheries researchers concluded that 
pragmatic management stratcgics arc the most efTectivc. When recovery plans do work, 
it is likcly due to "(1 combination of traditional approuchcs (catch quotas. community 
management) coupled with stmtcgically plllCl-d fishing closures, more selective fishing 
gcar. occ:ln zoning. and economic initiatives ..... (WOnll & Hilborn. et ai, 2009, p. 584) 
h is highly unlikely that such coopcmtion and integrated thinking :Ire simply the 
results of individuals working with protil mllximi7.Altion as their prime motivation. 
6.2. Empathy, Stewardship and the Ecosystem-based Approach 
Empa/hy's chlefporlal Is Idel1lijiC(Jflol!. We 're ready {() share Ihe feelings 
ofsomeollc we idelllijy wilh, which 1.1" why wc do so ea.l"ily wilh thosc who 
belong 10 Ollr illilcr cire/c: For thcm thc portal is (I/ways ajar. Outside 
tlris cire/c, thillg~' are optiOllal. It depends 0/1 whether wc call afford beillg 
affected. orwhethcr we I\"Wltto he. - Frans Dc Waal (2009) 
As mentioned above, the 'participatory paradox. described by Suarez de Vivero, et al 
(2008), highl ights the chall e nge~ that increasing s\'lkeholder part icipation create. For 
e)tamplc, in many cases, the worldwide trend of privatiZation via ITQs has led to fomlS of 
co·management th.![ restrict stakeholder participation to current licence holders while the 
social eoneems of fishing communities arc largcly ignort:d. Those privileged 
stakeholders who arc included in decision-making spend considerable time fighting ofT 
the growing inlluenee of a rapidly urbanizing public who sccm more eoneemed about 
ecosySTems and animal rights than the human beings directly dependent upon the sea 
(Schreiber, 2001; Suarez de Vivero. et al.. 2008). Through the lens of the l~osy~ tem-
based (lpproaeh. broadening stakeholder participation is shapin ghowsocietyviews 
property in the oceans and the commons as a concept is more and more so being retumed 
10 lhe publie in unexpected ways. The question now will be what image or conception of 
stewardship will arise to drive fisheries policy in the years to eome? (Gray & Hatchard. 
2007; Princen, 2010) 
The emergence of dramaturgical consciousness is making iT compleTely acceptable for 
someone with absolutely no tradi tional connl~lion at all in fisheril"S to express strong 
lifestyle-based concerns about the irldustry. As Mikalscn & Jentoft (2001) put it. "any 
individual aspiringtoa heahhydiet. hasa Icgitimateinterest in the availability of quality 
seafood. which may be strongly afTected by nlllllagement practices" (p. 288). 
As diseusS('{\ above, seafood ceo-labelling has become a key way that the fishing industry 
is promoting the sustainable-development conception of environmental stewardship_ 
However superficial (Ward, 2(03), the success of such initiatives is a useful ex.ample of 
how dramaturgical consciousness works at several1cvcls. At its simple~t, ~ustainable 
scatOOd consumption rcatlinns ones identification with an ideological commitment to 
cnvironnlentaljusticc. The purchasing of such products can bc understood as a kind of 
psychosocial self-e),:pression, or role playing. as property is transformed "into symbols 
that help pt:oplc act out their many dramatic roles as they flit in and out of networks of 
liwd experiences. each representing a difTcrcnt aspect of their life story" (Rifkin, 2009, p. 
561) 
Seafood <-'Co-labelling might also be viewed as a step towards what Goleman (2009) 
called "radicaltransparcncy" (p. 243) (for ex.ample, MSC chain of custody certification 
aims to ensure the traceability ofa seafood product from the time il was landed aboard a 
vessel to Ihe point of final sale). The potential for this llpproach 10 provide more detailed 
ecological information to consumers is intriguing 10 consider... The truly cosmopolitan 
consumer, who accepts Ihe sustainable-development conception, may take the 
consumptive practice of sustainable seafood as an ethical ex.perience that involves a 
metaphysical conncetion with thc marine environment based on the infonnation 
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available. Hereweseetheevolutionoftheoceanasa·theorymachine·thanksto the 
interplay between the network thinking of the internet gener.ltion and .;.'Cological 
('ecosystem-based') consc iousness. The split-second feeling or image of fish and the 
ocean that a seafood shopper might e;o;perience when making a purchasing decision is no 
longer simply of fresh inanimate protein beneath a roiling horizon hut rather a much 
richer and less linear web of life that may illicit a more emotional responsc. 
Dramaturgical consciousness, along with an advancing cosmopolitan scnsibility, is also 
very compatible with growing public conccrns for animal welfare. From an empathic 
standpoint, Rifkin (2009) sees the sudden emergence of the modem animal rights 
movement since the 19705 as a revolutionary step towards biosphere consciousness. In 
fact, the notion of a gradual c;o;pansion of human cmpathy 10 wider and more diverse 
relationships and eventually into the non-human realm, as a traj<.."ctory of human progress, 
was first put forward by the famous animal-rights philosopher Peter Singcr (1981) 
Animal rights can be scen as ground-breaking step beyond ,I purely utilitarian cthics 
towards empathic growth because its propom:nts invest their concern and care without 
any kind of e.~pcctation for direct payback (Pinker, 20 I 1). 
The animal rights posit ion begins out ofa concern for individual creatures instead of 
whole species or l."cosystems. This differcnce has kftthe animal rights movemcnt at 
odds with modem environmcntalism which deals wilh entire species or wholc ecosystems 
and tcnds to be somcwhat less emotionally driven. According \0 Rifkin (2009): 
The divide belwet:n environmentalists and animal rights people is illustralive of 
the difTerence between an older ideological consciousness, with its emphasis on 
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rationality, utili ty, and efficiency, and an emerging biosphere consciousnt:ss 
grounded in personal participation,emotional identification,and empathic 
extension. (p. 469). 
Fifty years ago, according to Rifkin (2009), the very notion of animal rights would have 
seem(:d completciy crazy to the general public. The fact that it still docs for some, but 
not for others, is proofofthe divisions that exist across a wide sp("(: trum of cosmopolitan 
scnsibilities. However. in recent years, there has been a slowly evolving overlap bctWI..'C1l 
the two C(lmpS with animal rights groups including habitat issues in some campaigns and 
cnvironmcntal groups using individual 'flagship specics' to drum up public concern alld 
funds (Rifkin, 2009; Sergio, 2(06). 
Flagship species arc charismatic species that become symbols, and rallying points to raise 
public environmental awareness. They may convey a brand image that is easily digested 
by the public for cmotional connection (in contrast to complex ecological processes) 
(I-lome, 2009; Lorimer, 2(07). Flagship species tcnd 10 be top-pn.'dator types (like bears, 
falcons, giant tunas, sh(lrks, seals, etc ... ) that may act as umbrella sp("(:ics from which 
conservation efforts create a trickle-down eff("(:tthat benefits the broader ("(:osystcm 
(Sergio, et aI., 2(06). However, the intentional use ofsp.:.'Cies that arc appealing to 
humans may relate a vicious cycle by which conservation projl..'Cls arc prioritized on 
unscientific grounds, diverting a "'disproportionatc amount of funding to a few glamorous 
species without delivering broader biodiversity benctits" (Sergio. ct al. 2006. p. 1049; 
Home; 2009; Lonnicr, 2(07). 
so 
Fish have been esp(..'Cially short-changed in this regard. For example. Clark (2002) 
review(.."(l the entries of the leading eonservationjoumals COlIserWiliol! Bio!o&:y and 
Biological COllserl"atioll over a IS year period and found thm fish species. along with 
invertebrates, were particularly underrepresented in comparison to mammals (Clark. 
2002). This trend began to change somewhat in the early 2oo0s as a variety of large 
inlemational conservation agreements and ENGOs began ineoIpOrating marine species, 
including fish, into their conservation efforts which had until then (outside of marine 
mammals) been e)(clusivcly terrestrially target ... -d. For e)(ample. the Convention on the 
International Trade in EndangeK-d Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) saw a major 
spike in listings of aqua tie species in that decade and the WWF hcgan investing more 
heavily in campaigns against overfishing. However, the majority of the species involved 
were large. 'charismatic' species like sharks and Atlantic Bluefin tuna (Franckx, 2005; 
WWF,2oo8) 
Nonhuman charisma can be de tined as "the disti nguishi ng properties ofa non-human 
entity or process that determines its perception by humans and its subsequcnt evaluation"" 
(Lori mer, 2007, p. 9t 5). These qualities arc of vi tat importance to many ENGOs for 
motivming people to support their campaigns aimed at prot(..'Cting biodiversity. 
Charisr11<ltic species have the potent ial to all ract members of the public who might not 
othetwise have an eeocentrie worldview. By publicising species with anthropomoJTIhic 
features, campaigners arc able to take advantage of human instincts like parental 
nurturing and empathy to create an emotional connection with their logo and cause 
(Gould. 1980; Lorimer, 2007, Rifkin, 20(9). 
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Certain species arc thus disproport ionately bestowed with charisma because they fit 
within the naITOW spt'Ctrum of human pt:rception (olfactory, acoustic, ,md 
eketromagnetic) and other (cultural) biases (Lorimer, 2007). Antarctic Krill. for 
example, because of their perceived size, inactivity and high numbers are, according to 
Leanc & Nicol (2011), "treated as more ofa physical background than a living creature" 
(p. 135), which is disconcerting given their central role in the ecosystem (Leane & Nicol, 
2011). Indeed, while catching and killing fish in nets has not been an issue, capturing 
and understanding animals as they arc actually living (through the kns of science and 
culture) h~ls always been a challenge (Lorimer, 2010). Subsequently, the be~t 
descriptions of what fish arc like alive and in .\·illl have historically been eolour<.'(/ by 
mystery (ex. sec Pablo Neruda's Ode 10 (j Large Tww illfhe Markel) 
With the exception of PilJdillg Ncmo (Walters & Stanton. 2(03), animated films rarely 
include fish as protagonist, though heavily anthropomorphized animals arc used 
fr(.'(juently in the genre. These films primarily focus on evoking sentimcntal, emotional 
responses and halle been criticized for 'Disneyfying" and grossly misrepresenting the 
harsh realitics, whik ignoring the true beauty, of nature (Lorimer, 2010; Rifkin, 2009; 
Tidwell. 2009). 
Ilowellcr. sllch films can hallC wnsidemblc "micropolitical power" (Lorimer, 2010, p. 
327) as sentimentality can translate into emotional bonds that help shape political views 
on issues connected to the conservation of char is malic species later in life. The 
environmental message has become more prevalent in th is genre throughout the 2000s 
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<lnu included the hit animated film Happy Feel (Miller, 2006) in which "emperor 
penguins !'>Core a total moratorium on Antarctic fishing thanks to their winsome tap-
dnncing routines" (McGoldrick & Mnrris. 2006). 
Other rorms or 'affcctive logics'. besides sentimcntn1ity. through which film may mediate 
human-to-nonhuman understanding include 'curiosity and nwc' (ex. Disney and the 
BBCs Oceans nature film and TV series). and 'sympathy and shock' (ex. PETA TV) 
However, each orthcse approaches have been heavily cri tic ized ror misrepresenling 
ecological realities (Lorimer. 2010) 
Clearly. moving imngery has Ihe potential to allow ror pamsocial relationships to occur 
between hum<lns (Ind llnimals, bUI because orperceplual and cultural biascs, these 
encountcrs arc much more complicaled and diflicult to mediate. ThL'Sc biases. which arc 
"tcchnologically enabled. but still corporeally eonSlmined" (Lorimer. 2007, p. 916). 
presem a deep-seated barrier to empathic extension and cuI 10 the core of our 
philosophical discussion. However, the ccntral tenmll or The Emplllhic CiI"l"li;lIlioll is 
Ihal empathy will find a way 10 expand 10 include allthc relationships Ihm current 
communications h,.'chnologies allow ror. As moving imagery tl-'Chnology advances, so 
will the parametcrs of nonhuman charisma. For cxample. experimental 'disconcenion' 
approaches 10 filming nonhum(ltls aim to "unsettle. educate and provoke curiosity by 
revealing unscntimental, absurd, violent and erolie universals that Cll! aeross spl-'Cies and 
spncc" (Knox ... as quoted in Lorimer, 2010, p. 250). By intelTIlpting the ingrained 
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anthropocentric assumptions o f the viewer, these films may lead to new and unexpected 
ways ofundcrstanding nonhumans (Lorimer, 2010). 
It seems that the success of empathic expansion in to the oceans will depend largely on 
the ways that communications technology and techniques develop. While still in its 
infancy, the elcctronic tagging of large pelagic and other species is a fascinating cxample 
ofwhat's to corne. Thc tags collt.'Ct ill Silll environmental and positioning data which can 
be mapped and represented in ncar-real-t ime, ocean-scale GIS imagery. Some examples 
include the Tagging ofP,lcific Pn.:dalors Projcct (TOI'P) and Stanford Universities Tag-
A-Giam program that filled dozcns ofpclagie predators, including a v,[riely of shark 
species, tunas. scabirdsand Lealherback turtles with tagseontaining mieroprocessors. 
Other popular examples inelude: the oceans louring feature on Coogle Earth thaI allows 
the viewer to fo llow the path ofa Whale Shark, National Geographic \: ritter-eams', 
slrapped onto penguins for an underwater birds,eye view, and n,e Great 7itrtle Race in 
which millions of kids pick their favourite Leatherback turtle online (for example, s\''C 
Block, 2010). In light of these developments, it is not hard to imagine these technologies 
advancing inlo a kind of . Faeebook for fish' mediated by technology and ecologists. 
Even e)\posure to anim:;lted films that feature anthropomorphized fish as leading 
characters (i.e. Nema) can increase the likelihood of young viewers volunteering al 
aquariums and may innuence polilical views later in life (Lorimer, 2010; Tidwell, 2(09). 
Such media allow people, particularly children. to devclop new parasocial relationships 
with nonhum:;ln crcaturcs. As these experiences oceur more and more on an ind ividual 
level, growing empathy will follow because "pcople need to individualize nonhumans 
bcforetheyeaneomctocllreforthem"(Milton,2002.,llscitcdinLorimer,2007.p. 
919). 
The 'sustainable devctopment conception' of fisheries stewardship which includes fishers 
and consumers as pan of the ecosystem may be challenged in the fUlUre as more 
ecocentrie ("nature-conservation') perspectives develop. However, the best place for 
industry to look for allics (which it is increasingly doing) is within the mllinstream 
environmentalmovcment and ocelln-focused ENGOs (Gray & Hutchard, 2007). A 
ecnsus of popular literature and other 'pop-culturc' mcdia from Ihe tisheries 
environmentalmovelllcntlooay will reveal an llrr.ly ofprllgmutie, factual and 
sophisticated arguments that fall squarcty within thc sustainable devctopment conception. 
For example, celebrity environmentalist, Ted Danson's n.:ccnt book Oceal/(I (writtcn in 
~UPP()rt of the ENGO orthe Sllmc namc), is targeted diI\,"Ctly III industrinl overfishing 
(Danson & D'Orso. 2011). The book is sparse on emotional ploys and inSlead takes a 
journalistic expose appro;lch, full of ca~ily-digestcd stntisties and descriptions of fisheries 
policy issues and <..'Cologieal concepts. The recurring protagonist in the book is 
University of British Columbia biology professor, Daniel Pauly, from whom Danson & 
D'Orso (2011) borrows phrases like "the industrial fishing complex" .md, "Ihere will be 
lOIS of jcllylish soup" (p. 121). The book calls attemion to the plight of millions of small-
scale artiSllnal fisheries, particularly ofTWeSl Africa, whose livelihoods are jeopardized 
by large foreign industrial bottom trawlers. The empathic focus I)resented herc is 
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primarily for the whole fisheries system, ineluding the ttosystem, the fishers, a~ well as 
individual creatures (Danson & D'Orso 20 [ 1) 
Another good example of this journalistic-type approach to advocating for sustainable 
development is the documentary The £I,d of the LillI.' (Hird & Murray, 2009; Hall, 
Dugan, Allison, & Andrew, 2010), This film, which also features Pauly, as well as other 
well-known fisheries researchers like Ray Hilborn and Boris Woml, provides a vivid and 
h,lrsh depiction of industrial fishing, Similarly to Danson & D'Orso (201 1), 7l1C Emf of 
rhe I-ille includes the seafood industry, as part of the solution to marine environmental 
problems, The Em! of the Line, for example, features MSC certification as a potential 
solution to overfishing, Both exnmples lliso usc the charismatic Atlantic Bluefin tuna as 
a prime example of industry greed and t:eologieal injustice, 
Nevertheless, is clear that the negative image of the industry in the media has continued 
10 escal:lte since the I 990s, TIIC controversy ere:ltcd in the media over Worm et :lI,' s 
(2006) article in Science is a good example of this trend. The articled highlighh:.'<.1 the 
importance of biodiversity to ecosystems and the neg:ltive efTt:cts that biodiversity loss 
has on ecosystem resil ience (Worm et al. 2(06). The abstract to the article reads as 
follow s: 
HUlllan-dominah:.'<.I marine ecosystems are experiencing :leeeler:lting loss of 
popUlations and species, with largely unknown consequences. We analY-led loc:lI 
experiments, long-ternl regional time series, and global fisheries data to test how 
biodiversity loss am:cts marine ecosystem services :leross temporal and spatial 
scales. Overall, rates of resource collapse increased and recovery potential, 
stability, and water quality decreased exponentially with declining diversity. 
Restoration of biodiversity, in contrast, increased productivity fourfold and 
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decreased variability by 21 %, on average. We conclude that marine biodiversity 
loss is increasingly impairing the ocean's capacity to provide food, maintain water 
quality, and rl""Cover from perturbations. Yet available data suggest that at this 
point, these trends are still reversible. (Worm, et al., 2006, p. 787). 
However, a huge amount ofml'(lia eovemge was givcn to a bricfpoint at the end of the 
article that used existing statistics 10 extrapolate the potential for mass fisheries collapse 
by mid century (Stokstad, 2009: Woml, ct al., 2006). The article was widcly d<"'Picted by 
the ml'(lia as a doomsday prediction that hclpl-d paint the fishing industry, as a whole, as 
highly unethical. 
Wonll and colleagues were harshly criticised by many industry professionals and 
fisheries scicntiSIS for the negative press, and thcart icle srarkl-da bitter debale(Stokstad, 
2009). Stokstad (2009) argued that the eontliet was reflective ora division in fisheries 
marHlgcment betwecn fisheries ecology and fisheries science (i.e. the tr,Jditional single-
species perspl""Ctive clashed with the newer ecosystem approach while the media 
misrepresented both). In Worm & Hilborn, et a1. (2009) a large group of researchers 
from both camps came together to collaborate on a revised assessment oflhe Slate of the 
world'slisheries. Thearticleeoncludl'tlthat: 
Combined fisheriesund conservation objl""Ctivescan beachieve<l by merging 
diverse management actions, including catch restrictions, gear modification, and 
clOSl,(] areas, depending on local COn1exl. Impacts of international Ill'Cts and the 
lack ofu!\emalives to fishing complicate prospects for rebuilding fisheries in 
many IXlOrer regions, highlighting the need for a global perspcctive on rebuilding 
marine resourccs (Wornl & Hilborn, et aI. , 2010, p. 578) 
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This group effort, as well as the pragmatic conclusions it produced, highlighted the 
importance of collaboration between differing perspectives within the sustainable~ 
developmcnt conception. This collaboration can bring lOgcthcr thc critical forward-
thinking of the idealistic perccption of l'Cosystem management with the pragrn<ltic 
pcrception that is focuscd on llChicving practical, real-world results. The great hope for 
thc ecosystem-based approach is that it will, through the application of adaptive 
management, finally bring policy, science and society morc closely in sync so that the 
management system doesn't fall back into the same old pitfalls ofrigidity and 'tunnel 
vision' 
Thcre arc many signs that the initial incrtia in implementing the ('Cosystem-based 
approach, created by the nCl'"l:l to balance knowledge with precaution, was a short-tenll 
dilemma. The solution was well known and perhaps best described in the PrecmlliOl1ury 
Principal that states that "in order to protect the environment. the precautionary approach 
shall be widcly applil-.:l by states according to their capabilities. Where there are threats of 
scrious or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certaillty shall be notuscdllsa 
reason for postponing cost-effective measures to prevent environmental degradation"' 
(Rio Declaro.ltion, 1992, Prillcipa/15). [n other words -learn to work with what is 
available and move on with a pragmatie approach. 
The Bergen Conlcrcnce on lmplemcnting the Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries (2006) 
highlighted the need to start with present knowkdge and to apply greater precaution 
when there is greater uncertainty. According to Fletchcr (2008), the most common issues 
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identified in an analysis of the d{:cade-long process of applying the ecosystem-based 
approach to Aoslralian fisheries were not deficits of scientific data but rather issues 
relatcdtogovernance 
Australia has in fact forg(.-d ahead with implementation by creating a management 
framework that uses a risk-based approach to prioritize ecosystem-based issues in order 
to best direct management resources. The risk-based methodology avoids complex 
modeling and is easy-to-use. Complexity is further reduced through a risk consolidation 
procedure. 
Australia started out by applying ecosystem-based management to individual fisheries 
and now is in the process of implementing region wide frameworks that include multiple 
fisheries and other sectors (Bianchi. et aI., 2008; CIEAF, 2006; Fletcher, ct aI. , 2010; 
Pitcher, ct a1.. 2009). Given such examples and the increasing potential for collaboration 
as discussed in Ihis paper (for example, network governance and on line communities of 
practice). there is little doublth(Lt the \.:cosystem-based approach will make con~iderable 
progressoverthenexldecade. 
Including some emerging ecological valuations into management plans will be very 
challenging (and interesting) in the yean; to come. For example, at the extreme opposite 
side of the spectrum is the animal rights movement's take on stcwardship. Atlirst 
glance, there seems considerably less opportunily for the industry to adapt 10 these new 
stakeholder concerns. According to PETA's website, for example. "whcther the fish arc 
raised on aquafanns. caught in the ocean by giant ncts or long.lines. or hooked at thc cnd 
ora fishing linc. eating them supportscruchy to animals" (r ETA. 2011) 
The assumption that fishing iscrucl is reflective ofa"rcclings -based approach" 
(Arlinghaus, ct aI., 2oo7) to fish welfare that is part o f the animallibemtion and animal 
rights pcrspectives that acccptsthal fish suffer and feel pain inan apprcciab1c way and 
should thereforc, on moral grounds, bc protectcd (Arlinghaus, ct aI. , 2007; Hunlingford, 
2006). The alternative to 'feelings-based' approaches, according to Arlinghaus, et al. 
(2007),isa 'fullction-based'approachihatvaluesihe health and physical wellbcingof 
fish in the environment. This perspective of anima II fish welfare is very compatible with 
an ecosystem-basl'd, sustainable-development conception of fishing Ih,lt focuses on the 
healthy functioning of ecosystems. 
Here we see the nature-eonseTValion eonccption of stewardship partly absorlx.:,j by the 
sustainable-development conception. This convergence has been an emerging pallem 
throughout this paper. Ilowever. in light of Rifkin's (2009) thesis of emrathie progress, 
it is premature to concur with Gray & Hatehard's (2007) conclusion that "sustainable 
dcvelopment is the primary or sovereign conception of environmental stewardship, 
whereas nature conservation is the secondary or satellitceonception" (p. 791). 
The l'Cologization of the modem cnvironmental movement has accelerated since the 
I 990s as thc notion ofa holistic 'biospherc', popularized by Lovelock's (1979) Gaia 
hypothesis, has become more and more integrated into popular discourse. From this 
pcrspectivc, ecosystcms as conccpts take on characteristics of individual cntities or 
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supcrorganisms. III this light, the ecosystcm-based ~Ipproach is compatible with the drive 
towards extended socialization (IS well as individual empathy and (if understood from a 
function-based or systems perspective) is also compatible with thc naturc-conscrvation-
corn:eption as well as sustainable development. 
lntheccosystem-bascdapproach.·'thcstakcholdersthemsclvesmaybe interpreted as 
parts of the ecosystem"" (Gray & Hatch[lrd. 2008). This pcn;pcctive can be viewed as the 
self-actualization of human stakeholders within the fisheries system. According to Rifkin 
(2009).ani ncrcasedsenseof·sclf-hood·withinllsystemisthcprerequisitc\'chiclc 
through whieh empathic expericnce can be rcalized. thus hclping pcopl C ""to find meaning 
in belonging to ever richer [lnd deeper rcalms of real it)" (p. 39). This realization ofbcing 
dependcnt on [I poower of something beyond human control. be it nature or a deity, is a 
common experience across all cultures and. according to Collet (2002). this realization 
creates a "'rcgulatoryfunction in religioll and belief ..... (p. 542). 
The discussion here. has expooscd a central philosophical dilemma as human empathy is 
understood to be constraincd by our innate (perceptual) and cuhuml (e.g. narcissism and 
nihilism 'Is. connection and inquiry) biascs. If. as Rifkin (2009) suggested. the level of 
interaction with ones social and physical cnvironment detCnllincs how knowledgc and 
cmpathy develops, then the ecosystem-based approach can be understood as a unifying 
solution to thc anthropoccntrie/(:coccntric dichotomy that has dividcd modem 
environmentalism for over a century. [t rcmoves arbitrary boundaries between the social 
and the l:cological and allows for incrcasing intcllectual and emotional connections on 
ooth individual andnctwork levels. 
7. Conclusion 
By using Rifkin's (2009) thesis, this paper allempts to introduce the increasingly popular 
idea of empathic progress as a conceptual framework to beller understand fisheries 
stewardship. Over the past two decades the world of industrial fishing has undergone a 
period of creative n:organization resulting in an intlux of sWkeholder values. Traditional 
20'~ century approaches, narrowly defined in tenllS of utility and efficiency, have given 
way to a more ho]istic persjX'Ctive 
Rifkin's (2009) thl'sis argul'd Ihal empathic expansion has been directly tied to the 
exploitation and degradation ofnaturul resources b<.'Cause ofthetechnofsociai 
advancements that such activities bring. Howevcr, as seen in the recent rise of the 'green 
ugenda'. human emputhy is expunding at the societullevc1 to include non-humans and the 
biosphere, thus introducing new valuations and dcmanding more meaningful approaches 
to human interJctions with thc plane\. As collaborative forums b<.'Come more 
sophisticated, empathy has the potential to drivc collaooration over resource Illanugement 
in amoresustainabledif\x\ioll 
This pupcr has identified some of the philosophical divisions thaI exist around the 
modem idea of fisheries stewardship (i.e. enlightened vs. communal, sustainable 
development vs. nature-conservation, idealistic vs. pragmatic). However, these div isions 
arc less important than first thought. This paper has argued that. within the 'theory 
machine' of the ocean~, the rise of the green agenda and ecosystem-based thinking is 
bringing about a far-reaching societal consensus that is best described as a culluml 
process. 
It is the position of this paper that stewardship would be beller understood ifr(:definoo 
through an empathic model of human nature that understands both the drive for extended 
socialization into broader networks ofrclationships and meaning as well as the 
underlying empathic drive for individual connection. The <.-cosystem-hased approach, in 
both \h(:ory and practice, can indeed be explained as a manifestation of biosphere 
consciousness and e;>;panding empathy as deseribed by RifKin (2009). 
II is unclear if the ecosystem-based approach/stakeholder participation rehl\ionship will 
evolve quickly enough \0 foster the resilience that is ne<."'(led for fisheries systems to 
withstand the pn:ssures from overcxploitalion. habitat destruc t ionandclimalechange 
Whatever shape this cultural process takes in the future. empathy will be the glue that 
holds that re lationship together bt:cause it is the true driver of stakeholder participation 
As RifKin (2009) explained. '·empathy becomes Ihe thread that weaves an increasingly 
differentiated and individualized population into an integrated soci~11 tapestry. allowing 
the social organi7~1tion to function as a whole·' (p. 37). 
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